News From The Hills
V O L U M E

The Ins &
Outs
At Nob Hill we
pride ourselves on
staying informed and
educated in the ever
changing world of
hardware. It is our
promise to our cli-
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Top Knobs
This month Top Knobs has
brought us exciting news. They
have developed a refreshing line
of Bath Hardware to offer in
addition to their popular Cabinet
Hardware line. The six new
series include: Tuscany, Edwardian, Stockton, Hudson, Aqua, and
Hopewell. These series, ranging

plate options. The new line also
boasts finishes not offered before, including Brushed Bronze,
Tuscan Bronze, and German
Bronze.
Along with the launch of their
bath hardware, Top Knobs has

already established and popular
designs by offering them in the
newly introduced finishes.
Last but certainly not least, is the
Crystal Collection. Top Knobs
has introduced crystal into their
line in a big way by offering
knobs in an assortment of different colors.
These new lines will be available

ents to offer the
freshest designs along
with an eclectic selection that will satisfy
anybody’s design
desires.
In making room for
new selections we
need to say goodbye
to some items. Right
now Nob Hill is clear-

from contemporary to traditional
and everything in between, are
likely to satisfy almost any bathroom hardware need. The Edwardian Series is unique in that it
comes with six different back

also introduced a few new collections of cabinet hardware. The
Aspen Collection is a cast bronze
collection that presents a variety
of new pulls, knobs, back plates,
and finishes. Both the brushed
bronze and Tuscan Bronze Collections offer a new twist on

to order the middle of this
month. We will also have them
on display in our showroom
around that time. To get a peek
at all Top Knobs has to offer
please visit www.topknobsusa.com

ancing most of our
display mirrors.
These mirrors include several shapes
and styles from Alno,
Ginger, and more.
Please stop by or call
for specific item numbers and pricing.
Don’t miss out on
this great opportunity!

Stone Hill at the Farmers Market
This year Stone Hill has made it
easier for you to check out some
of our products while at the
same time getting ideas for your
yard. We have partnered up
with Dynamic Design Landscaping at the Minneapolis Farmers
Market to display select items
that Stone Hill has to offer, including fountains, statues,
benches, and more. This display
is located at the far end of the

www.nobhillhardware.com

market grounds near the Annex
Building.

and water features to transform
your yard into an additional out
door living space.

The Farmers Market:

Please stop by and get ideas on
how you too can utilize stone

312 East Lyndale Ave North in
Minneapolis.
They are open Sunday-Saturday
from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. through
November.
For additional information please
contact Harry Catlett at Stone
Hill 763-225-8794.

7630 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis, MN 55426

763-225-8794

